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(CCC) Allotment (ACV)
Re: Allotment
Elfleda Road
Cambridge
Nomination Date:
Decision Date: 01/05/2018
For the above property which has been nominated as an Asset of Community
Value I request all documents the council holds in relation to the Asset of
Community Value nomination including but not limited to the following:
A copy of all the nomination submission documentation including:
* The nomination form
* Site boundary map
* Evidence of the groups status (group constitution etc)
* Any supplementary information supplied with the application
* Information used to decide if the land is an asset of community value:
* The delegated decision
* A copy of the site visit report
* A copy of any research done by the council to verify the claims on the
nomination form
* A copy of all additional evidence the panel considered when reaching its
decision
* A copy of the owners response to the nomination

If nomination was successful and the owner requested an internal review:
* A copy of all evidence considered when reaching the decision
* Copy of any evidence the owner submitted supporting their objection
* Copy of the internal review decision letter to the owner

If the moratorium has been triggered:
* A copy of the owners request to trigger the moratorium
* A copy of the request by a community group to trigger the full moratorium period
* All communication sent or received by the council in regarding the moratorium

First Tier Tribunal Request by owner (if applicable):
* A copy of the owners request for the decision to be referred to the first tier
tribunal
* A copy of the full tribunal bundle appellants / respondents submissions
* Any copy of any decisions documents
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Asset of community Value compensation claim (if applicable)
* The compensation claim letter
* The councils decision letter
* Any other documents the council considered in making their decision

Asset of community Value compensation claim (if applicable)
* The compensation claim letter
* The councils decision letter
* Any other documents the council considered in making their decision
Response
Please find attached information considered relevant to your request, please note
due to our obligations under Section 40(2) – Personal data, of the Act, redactions
are applied where required.
(First Tier Tribunal Request by owner (if applicable): Not applicable
* A copy of the owners request for the decision to be referred to the first tier
tribunal
* A copy of the full tribunal bundle appellants / respondents submissions
* Any copy of any decisions documents

Asset of community Value compensation claim (if applicable) Not applicable
* The compensation claim letter
* The councils decision letter
* Any other documents the council considered in making their decision
Further queries on this matter should be directed to foi@cambridge.gov.uk

Cambridge City Council
Community Right to Bid
Form Reference: 2A

Checklist for consideration of a nomination for inclusion in
the register of assets of community value.
Case Reference:

2017-200004212297

Address:

Allotment at Elfleda Road

Panel date:

01/05/2018

Panel time:

15.00

Venue:

Guildhall Reception Meeting Room 2

SECTION A Consideration of the nomination
1. Does the main use of the asset currently contribute to ‘community value’?
(See attached definition)

Yes

No

Evidence:
60% of members of the allotment society are local to the site with a social, ethnic and cultural
diversity of members. The site contributes to social well-being and interests of the local
community by: bringing members of the community together enhancing social and cultural
cohesion; enabling residents to grow their own food to both address food poverty but also
encourage healthy eating and a healthy lifestyle; works with other groups to support people
with disabilities, mental health issues and housing issues; excess crops are delivered to a
local charities such as Foodcycle and Jimmy’s Night Shelter.
2. Has the main use of the asset in the recent past contributed to
‘community value’?

Yes

No

Evidence:
Yes, the current use has been ongoing for many years.
3. Can this asset provide a realistic future contribution (in the next 5 years)
to ‘community value’?

Yes

No

Evidence:
The Allotment Society has stated plans for the future and the allotments also have statutory
protection which strongly suggests ongoing use.

4. Is the asset accessible:
a) to the whole community? Yes/No
b) to the section of the community for whom the asset will provide
‘community value’?

Yes

No

N.B. (3) This is
particularly
relevant where
the main
current use is
not for
community
value e.g. an
empty building

SECTION A Consideration of the nomination
Evidence:
Membership of the Society and use of a plot is available for all to apply. A waiting list
operates due to the demand for plots. Other activities such as with the Papworth Trust or the
annual barbeque and recipe book are not plot dependent.
5. Any other evidence that the asset would/would not be of ‘community value’.

Yes

No

Evidence:
The plots are well used and in demand as demonstrated by the waiting list and they are all
well maintained plots.
6. Views of individual panel members
Comments:
It is evident that the use of this site for allotments is well used, in demand and used for a variety of ongoing
activities that contribute to it being an asset of community value.

Cambridge City Council
Community Right to Bid
Form Reference: 2B

Decision Record: Assets of Community Value Nomination for Listing
Name of Asset:

Allotment at Elfleda Road Site

Name of Nominating Organisation:

Whitehill Allotment Society

Name of Owner:

Cambridge City Council

Decision
Reason for Decision:

Nomination successful
The nomination was from a ‘qualifying body’. Whitehill Allotment Society’s activities are primarily concerned
with the Cambridge City area, specifically the Abbey and King’s Hedges wards.
The information accompanying the application convinced the Panel that the allotment is an asset of
community value as it is currently used to improve the social well-being and interests of the local community,
has done so in the past and realistically will continue to do so for the next 5 years.
The application indicated a range of community uses connected with the allotment use that contribute to the
well-being of the local community.

Decision by:
(Names and titles of Panel Members)

Date of Decision

Name:

Title

Sharon Brown

New Neighbourhoods Development Manager

Julie Durrant

Active Com Project Support Officer

Dave Prinsep

Head of Property Services

1/5/18

Please send your completed form to either right-to-bid@cambridge.gov.uk
Or to Community Right to Bid, Business and Information Services, Cambridge City Council, P.O. Box 700, Cambridge, CB1
0JH

Note 1
An asset of community value is defined for the purposes of this nomination process as:
A building or land can be considered an asset of community value if;
•
•
•
•
•

it is currently used to improve the social well-being and interests of the local community, or a use in
the last five years has done so; and
that use is a main one not ancillary: and
a) for land in community use it is realistic to think that there will continue to be a use that will improve
the social well-being and interests of the local community; or
b) for land in community use in the recent past it is realistic to think that there will be a community
use in the next five years(in either case the community use does not have to be the exactly the same as
in the present or past); and
it is not excluded from listing.

Assets that are excluded from listing are:
a) Residential premises including land held with the residence
b) Land for which a site licence is required under the Caravan Sites and Control of Development Act 1960
c) Operational land as defined in Part11 of the Town and Country Planning Act 1990.
`Social well-being and interests' are defined as being land and buildings that are currently, have been or will be
used (in particular) for cultural, recreational or sporting interests.
In addition, there should be:
a) Broad and inclusive use of the asset across the community, or
b) Use by a section of the community that would not otherwise be provided for or is under-provided for in the
locality e.g. elderly people, children, religious or cultural groups, sporting groups
Proposed usage, if different from current usage, must comply with planning regulations in force at the time.

